R ecent estimates show that approximately 280,000 adults in the United States are living with a diagnosis of metastatic bone disease, 26 and an estimated 10% of cancer patients develop symptomatic spinal metastases. 36 Nearly 40% of patients with metastatic cancer will have disease in the spine at the time of death, making the spine the most common site of osseous metastatic disease. 59 If left undetected and untreated, spine disease can lead to severe pain secondary to pathologic fracture or catastrophic neurological compromise where there is epidural spinal cord compression.
as the reference standard. 18 The goal of diagnostic imaging in suspected spinal metastasis is to determine both the presence of malignant bone disease and the extent of malignant disease. Choice of diagnostic imaging modality is guided by the need for early diagnosis and gathering clinical information for comparison with post-treatment imaging. Information such as the presence of spinal cord compression, pathologic fractures, bone density, and skeletal disease burden plays an important role in the assessment of initial disease. Barriers to early diagnosis must be considered, however, given the clinical context. These challenges vary by modality and include cost, availability, soft tissue resolution, and whole skeletal assessment. Nevertheless, it is important to understand recent advances in diagnostic imaging tools, as they have improved the ability to diagnose spinal metastases early and to collect the necessary clinical information to guide treatment decisions.
Surgery and radiation therapy (RT) are currently the primary local treatments for spine disease, and when com-bined, they may be more effective than either modality alone. 30, 35 Conventional RT, consisting of daily low-dose radiation fractions, has been the mainstay in the treatment of spinal metastasis. 27 Spine stereotactic radiosurgery (SSRS), also known as spinal radiosurgery, has recently revolutionized the treatment of metastatic spinal disease, offering delivery of ultra-high-dose tumoricidal RT with remarkable accuracy. Local control rates of SSRS approach 90% up to 2 years after treatment, 16, 60, 61 although the accuracy of what is deemed "control" is controversial, given the inability of conventional metrics of tumor size to accurately assess the volume of viable disease and correlate with ultimate tumor progression. 43 There are no standardized consensus guidelines for tumor imaging after SSRS. There are also few studies evaluating the utility of different imaging modalities after SSRS, none of which use histopathological correlation. Given the lack of data and standardized guidelines, it has been challenging to understand which imaging modalities best assess treatment response, as well as predict toxicity, in these patients. Several challenges present themselves when imaging to assess tumor response after SSRS. Depending on the imaging modality in question, it can at times be difficult to distinguish common treatment effects, such as tumor necrosis and reactive inflammation, from unwanted effects of radiation on the spine. For example, vertebral compression fracture (VCF) occurs in 11%-40% of SSRS sites treated and can be difficult to distinguish from shrinking vertebral body volume due to nonpathologic fracture or reduction in tumor volume. 40, 42 Currently used Spine Response Assessment in NeuroOncology (SPINO) group criteria for defining treatment response in SSRS heavily rely on technically consistent and proper use of imaging to describe morphological changes in treated lesions. 47 However, these criteria have yet to be validated and are lagging behind experimental advances in current imaging modalities. Advances in imaging may potentially allow the clinician to investigate changes specific to single high-dose radiation treatment and to the type of tumor in question. Thus an understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of each imaging modality in the setting of spinal radiosurgery is required to select the most appropriate imaging for post-treatment monitoring on a clinical basis. In this paper, we review the currently accepted modalities and practice for initial diagnostic assessment of spinal disease and assessment of response to spinal radiosurgery.
imaging Modalities for initial Diagnosis of spine Metastases

Computed tomography
Due to its high spatial and temporal resolution, CT is more sensitive than conventional radiography for the detection of bone metastases and is often helpful in ruling out metastatic bone disease. CT has shown good correlation with nuclear bone scans for the detection of bone metastases and may even be sufficient if CT of the thorax, abdomen, and pelvis is performed. 2 CT can easily characterize lesions as lytic or blastic and may successfully assess paravertebral or intraspinal extensions (Table 1) . 3 This information is particularly important prior to interventional therapies such as SSRS. CT also offers significant guidance in assessing bony pathology due to tumor pathology such as VCF and trabecular destruction and can be used to determine risk of pathologic fracture in the future.
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Magnetic resonance imaging MRI is the current gold standard in both the initial detection and morphological characterization of spinal disease. It has a high sensitivity and specificity (80%-90% and 90%-95%, respectively, in meta-analyses) in detecting malignant skeletal lesions and differentiating them from benign or inflammatory lesions. 18 MRI is the only modality that directly images the vertebral bone marrow, potentially allowing for earlier detection of disease. It also demonstrates local spread of bone metastases and accurately depicts any extension into the spinal canal when there is concern about posssible cord compression. 52 There are well-established T1-and T2-weighted changes found with tumor replacement of normal marrow (Fig.  1) . 38 Gadolinium contrast enhancement may be useful for delineating paraspinal disease and accentuating bone marrow abnormalities. The addition of diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) further enhances tumor delineation by detecting alterations in water mobility and has shown good accuracy in differentiating between metastatic and benign vertebral compression fractures, with one study reporting a positive predictive value of 95%. 1, 19, 37 MRI may also indirectly differentiate between osteoblastic and osteolytic lesions using gradient echo sequences.
There are a variety of initial imaging techniques to assess disease, but T1-and T2-weighted MRI, potentially augmented with short tau inversion recovery (STIR) or DWI, remains the best current method for initial disease assessment. MRI also demonstrates more sensitivity than scintigraphy in detecting bone metastases, likely due to its ability to detect metastatic lesions before changes in bone metabolism allow lesions to be detectable by bone scintigraphy. 12, 13, 15, 45 It is important to image the entire spine, even in cases of apparently isolated disease, given high rates of concurrent spinal lesions in patients with spinal metastases. 
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Nuclear imaging and Pet
PET scanning is an alternative means of early detection of malignant bone marrow infiltration, depicting skeletal regions with increased metabolic activity. It has limited spatial resolution in comparison with cross-sectional imaging modalities, such as MRI or CT. There are a number of tracers specific to different tumors or bone-specific tracers. Bone scanning, or bone scintigraphy, utilizes tracers such as 99m Tc or 18 F-fluoride to image the secondary bone matrix response that forms secondary to malignant infiltration. Tracers such as 18 F-FDG exploit the increased glycolytic metabolism of malignant cells to produce increased signal intensity. However, utility of FDG-PET in initial assessment of bone disease may be limited given that osteoblastic tumors tend to have low glucose uptake. 32 Tracers such as 11 C-choline and 18 F-choline have been shown to offer increased sensitivity in detecting metastatic prostate cancer to the bone, showing potential for early detection of metastatic bone disease and marrow involvement. 22 PET techniques do offer, however, superior spatial resolution compared with bone scintigraphy and allow determination of standardized uptake values for quantitative longitudinal tumor tracking. 51 There are a number of tumor-specific tracers that have demonstrated effectiveness in the early detection of spinal cancer. MIBG ( 123 I-metaiodobenzylguanidine) is one such example and has become standard of care in the evaluation of skeletal involvement in neuroblastoma. Prostatespecific membrane antigen (PSMA) agents for prostate cancer, such as 89 Zr-J591, outperformed conventional imaging modalities including bone scan and CT in the initial detection of osseous prostate cancer lesions in patients. 34 Unfortunately, many of these tumor-specific agents remain largely investigational, and much like other antigenspecific compounds, they may be limited by tumoral heterogeneity. Although nuclear medicine techniques allow whole-body imaging, the special considerations of each technique and cost/availability must be accounted for when using imaging.
imaging in the evaluation of spine ssrs treatment response
Computed tomography
CT can provide cortical and trabecular assessment with a high spatial resolution and anatomical detail in relation to the tumor and, unlike MRI, track post-RT changes in bone and mineralization. It is best at evaluating bony structures with accuracy and can readily reveal reossification after successful treatment. 53, 54 Reossification has been shown to occur in response to effective RT in several studies 8, 21, [53] [54] [55] and to correlate with improvements in symptomatic pain scores. Peri-lesional fibrosis, such as lung fibrosis after thoracic SSRS, can also be easily identified on CT.
7 Unfortunately, CT is also highly susceptible to artifact from implanted metal hardware. Overall, CT has limited use in assessing treatment response in metastatic soft tissues after SSRS.
Magnetic resonance imaging
For monitoring treatment response after radiation, conventional MRI is the mainstay of imaging, and the most reproducible between institutions, compared with other MRI sequences or nuclear imaging techniques. There are well-established T1-and T2-weighted changes that characterize the tumor and later fatty replacement of the normal marrow after RT.
38 T1-weighted images, augmented by other sequences, allow size and volume assessment of discrete lesions, as well as determination of level of response (i.e., stable or progressive). MRI is the best initial imaging study for spine metastases, provided thin slices are obtained and there is minimal or no skip between slices. 10, 24, 48 Vassillou et al. examined 45 patients with bone metastases before and after RT using conventional MRI with contrast and demonstrated significant changes in T1 signal intensity and gadolinium enhancement in patients responding clinically to treatment. 53 However, conventional MRI provides only anatomical information, and little is gained regarding tumor pathophysiology or viability. Functional and multiparametric MRI techniques can significantly augment the information gained.
Diffusion-weighted MRI accounts for tumor-specific changes in cell density and water diffusion that may occur after radiation treatment. Excluding patients who were treated with bisphosphonates and hydroxyapatite derivatives, Cappabianca et al. used DWI to monitor treatment response after conventionally fractionated RT for bone metastases of multiple histologies. 6 The group was able to determine post-RT response patterns that were indicative of good response to therapy. Primarily, responders had mean increases in the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), due to breakdown of cell membranes and increased water diffusion after RT. Byun et al. had previously found a similar result after RT to only lesions of the spine with quantitative increases in ADC. 4 However some studies have shown that DWI may not be a suitable modality for monitoring therapeutic response of spinal metastases based on heterogeneity in the ADC changes of the associated malignancies. 29, 39 Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI), or perfusion MRI, offers additional information regarding tumor vascularity but offers debatable diagnostic utility, given limited field of view and substantial institutional variability in perfusion imaging protocols. 33 DCE-MRI takes advantage of measures of tumor vascularity, such as capillary permeability (k trans ) and plasma volume (V p ), and potential changes after RT. SSRS is thought, in part, to be effective due to ablation of tumor microvasculature. 20 Chu et al. studied 19 lesions with DCE-MRI, with measurements including k trans , V p , area under the curve, and peak enhancement. Plasma volume was the strongest predictor of treatment response, with all treatment successes showing significant decrease in V p after RT. These early V p decreases were able to predict treatment success in the vast majority of successfully treated tumors. 9 Spratt et al. studied 12 spine sarcoma metastases treated with SSRS and followed with DCE-MRI. SSRS significantly decreased tumor V p and k trans . Multiparametric MRI utilizing DCE information outperformed clinical radiologists' anatomical impressions of treatment outcomes. 43 In both radiation and specifically antiangiogenic systemic therapy, vascular changes quantified by DCE-MRI may show predictive changes earlier than morphological changes seen in standard MRI or CT. 5, 41 Based on these results from Spratt et al., the use of multiparametric MRI appears to be the most sensitive imaging technique at detecting response to SSRS and is considered by many to now be the gold standard for monitoring response to treatment. There is currently (at the time of this writing) an ongoing prospective trial evaluating the use of DCE-MRI in the assessment of patients with spinal metastases (NCT02376127; www. clinicaltrials.gov). It is also important for providers to understand that in the case of post-SSRS follow-up, not only is conventional MRI required, but whole-spine imaging should be undertaken as well. Leeman et al. examined the treatment failure patterns in 88 patients with metastatic sarcoma to the spine and found that the majority of cases of spinal disease progression occur more than 5 vertebral levels away from the index lesion. 25 There are currently no clear guidelines as to which additional MRI sequences to use in the monitoring of tumor response nor are there criteria defining response in spinal metastases when using techniques such as DCE-MRI. Some significant drawbacks to MRI remain as well, including duration, high cost, and limited availability.
Nuclear imaging
In assessing the utility of nuclear medicine techniques for treatment response, we must first distinguish between bone-oriented tracers (e.g., F-FDG), and tumor-directed tracers (e.g., 89 Zr-J591). Bone-oriented tracers are typically used in bone scans and allow whole-body assessment, but they are subject to many confounding reactions, such as enhanced uptake with hematopoietic growth factors, enhanced uptake during bone remodeling after treatment, and altered uptake after concomitant bisphosphonate uptake. In addition, quantification of metabolic activity for serial assessment is lacking in bone scans. FDG-PET allows for tracking of metabolic activity levels over time, can augment information gleaned from MRI, can overcome implanted metal artifact, and has consensus criteria for reporting of solid lesions. 56 However, uptake can vary significantly between tumor types (e.g., low FDG uptake in osteoblastic tumors), and FDG and other tracers are subject to "flare"-type reactions secondary to radiation and systemic agents. 44 In the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) version 1.1 criteria, FDG-PET is added only as an adjunct modality to assess disease response and should not be used independently of anatomical imaging (e.g., MRI or CT), if possible.
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Nuclear medicine techniques have limited applicability in assessing treatment response in SSRS, depending on the molecular imaging target. It is already understood that bone-directed tracers are inadequate to assess outcomes due to radiation effects on bone remodeling, and metabolic techniques such as FDG-PET should not be used independently of MRI. Targeted molecular imaging with tumor-directed markers attempts to circumvent some of the issues found with other nuclear imaging techniques. By targeting markers specific to the tumor type in question, there is less concern of imaging normal, inflammatory, or bone remodeling reactions. 51 For example, in an orthotopic bone metastasis mouse model of prostate cancer, 89Zr-5A10, which targets prostate specific antigen (PSA), targeted prostate cells without imaging bone remodeling. 50 In another experimental study, a novel PET tracer targeting the avb3 and avb5 integrins, which are overexpressed in bone metastases, showed rapid and specific uptake into bony metastases in a mouse model. 31 Of note, neither of these agents has assessed response after bone-directed RT, but an established tumor-directed tracer for neuroblastoma, MIBG, has shown some utility in monitoring treatment response with decreased signal after SSRS. 46 Multiple other agents exist or are in development for other tumor-specific markers, such as radiolabeled bombesin analogs against the gastrin-releasing peptide receptor (GRPr), DOTATATE against the somatostatin receptor, and 18 F-FES against the estrogen receptor. 49, 57, 58 Primary caveats of this approach are both inter-and intratumoral heterogeneity, alteration of expression of molecular targets after any treatment including SSRS, and applicability largely limited to the research environment. Even more of a concern than with MRI, there is the issue of local availability and cost effectiveness with targeted molecular imaging. However, given that targeted imaging avoids the difficulties brought by bone-directed imaging and metabolic imaging, it shows great promise as an option for monitoring treatment response after SSRS.
Discussion and recommendations
Several response criteria have been developed to help broadly define tumor response on imaging throughout the body, after radiation or chemotherapy, with examples being the RECIST version 1.1 and MD Anderson (MDA) response criteria. 11, 17 The authors of the RECIST criteria aimed to provide standard assessment of therapeutic response based on definitive changes in tumor size in order to give meaningful comparisons between treatments. However, the criteria left a void in the assessment of spinal and other bony disease, defining osteoblastic lesions and lesions with less than 10 mm of soft tissue extension as unmeasurable. The MDA criteria set out to fill this void by extending applicability to bone metastases, incorporating CT, MRI, and bone scintigraphy. In a recent study, McDonald et al. found comparable local control rates when comparing RECIST 1.1 size criteria and MDA density criteria in a pool of patients treated with nonspine stereotactic radiosurgery. 28 There was, however, a significant decrease in local control when using MDA size criteria, although only CT imaging was used in the study and no symptom correlation was performed. Ultimately, neither set of criteria has been validated in the setting of evolving SSRS, and the lack of consistent imaging response criteria remains. Given the revolution and expansion in the multidisciplinary treatment of spine disease, the SPINO group most recently issued guidelines for spinal disease monitoring after SSRS. 47 The SPINO group formed with the goal of surveying and standardizing reporting of local disease control and pain with imaging methods after SSRS treatment. Local control in spinal radiosurgery was largely defined between institutions as no tumor progression in the SSRS-treated volume or no progression of any treated epidural extension. Nearly all centers imaged patients with MRI 2-3 months after treatment and then 2-6 months thereafter. No institution surveyed routinely used FDG-PET alone in patient follow-up, although some used it as an adjunctive modality for patients with ambiguities in MRI assessment of response. It was also found that few centers use RECIST in the assessment of spinal disease due to poor applicability of their size criteria in bone metastasis. 14, 47 The SPINO group ultimately recommended that MRI be performed for disease monitoring at baseline, 2-3 months after initial treatment for the 1st year, and then every 3-6 months thereafter. They also defined local control as the absence of any definitive progression in the treated region on at least 2 MRI scans performed 6-8 weeks apart and deemed the size-based RECIST version 1.1 as suboptimal. The authors do not report any findings regarding the use of the MDA criteria. Furthermore, the group observed that response criteria in the majority of trials evaluating the effectiveness of spinal radiosurgery were largely inconsistent and thus recommended the development of standardized response criteria in spinal disease.
We acknowledge that future issues to resolve in response assessment is the utility of functional imaging techniques including PET and functional MRI, criteria for assessment of epidural disease, utility of using of RECIST versus developing independent spine criteria, and difficulties in assessing response in the setting of VCF. Further consensus is pending regarding integrating multiparametric MRI and molecular imaging described above into assessing treatment response. SSRS has offered remarkably high rates of local control with limited toxicity to patients with even potentially catastrophic spine disease; however, much is required to determine the best way to assess treatment response in patients and predict who will benefit the most from this treatment. It remains clear that patients should currently be followed with MRI but offered nonstandard imaging techniques in trials when available to further advance our understanding of image-based assessment after SSRS.
Conclusions
Despite the availability of multiple modalities for imaging and monitoring cancer in the spine, MRI remains essential for assessing treatment response after SSRS for spinal disease, by providing unparalleled morphological information and the highest sensitivity for initial detection of disease. DWI and DCE-MRI can be used to assess treatment response with even higher certainty, allowing longitudinal quantification of pathophysiological changes within tumors, and even allow prognostication of longterm control with imaging biomarkers. FDG-PET has demonstrated utility in showing systemic disease burden and can offer information as an adjunct to MRI but should not be used independently of MRI to assess treatment response. Bone-directed molecular imaging agents alone are not appropriate for monitoring treatment response to SSRS at this time. CT can provide valuable information in the setting of spinal metastasis and SSRS given the risk of VCF and can best differentiate between osteoblastic and osteolytic lesions. Targeted molecular imaging agents against tumor-specific markers hold, we believe, great promise for advancing imaging of spine treatment. Current consensus guidelines fully outlining the roles of each of these imaging modalities in SSRS treatment response have yet to be formed.
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